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Journals[ edit ] The Journal of Applied Economics[ edit ] The Journal of Applied Economics publishes
original contributions on applied issues in micro and macroeconomics. The primary criteria for selecting
papers are quality and importance for the field. Papers based on a well motivated research problem that make a
concrete contribution to empirical economics or applied theory are especially encouraged. Applied
Economics[ edit ] Applied Economics is a journal that interprets its subject area as "the application of
economic analysis to specific problems in both the public and private sectors" and seeks to publish
"quantitative studies, the results of which are of use in the practical field" and thus may help "bring economic
theory nearer to reality"; Applied Economics is a leading peer-reviewed journal in economics and its practical
applications. Applied Economics[ edit ] This quarterly journal which began publication in is from the
American Economic Association. It publishes papers on a range of topics in applied economics, particularly
empirical microeconomic issues, such as in labor economics, development microeconomics, health, education
, demography , empirical corporate finance, empirical studies of trade, and empirical behavioral economics.
The American Journal of Agricultural Economics has been produced since , and publishes research in the
"economics of agriculture and food, natural resources and the environment, and rural and community
development throughout the world. The purpose of AEPP is to analyze areas of current applied economic
research in an effort to inform the policy-makers and decision makers; and to generate connections between
sub-fields of agricultural and applied economics in order to focus future research and increase knowledge of
those in the field about the impact of public policy. That is that it has a wide scope and can be developed
independently of individual applications. But they note that as with the definition of applied economics itself,
there is within the economics profession, differing views as to what belongs in the core. Where one draws the
line between research that is contributing to the core and research that is applying the core, and the relative
importance or significance of research on topics in the core versus applied economics research. Examples of
problems of applied economics: Macroeconomics One example of this is macroeconomics. In the s and s,
macroeconomics was a part of the core of the subject. However the replacement of Keynesian approach to
macroeconomics with new classical macroeconomics and its successors, macroeconomics might now be
regarded by the mainstream as merely an application of microeconomic theory. Development Economics
Another example is the situation within Development Economics. Throughout the s and s most development
economist regarded the application of standard "core" microeconomic theory to their area as being entirely
inappropriate. An alternative set of models provided their core. This might be best described as the
structuralist approach. More recently development economics texts have provided applications of mainstream
core theory. Economic Growth Theory Comim uses the history of the economics of growth in order to
illustrate the historical nature of the concept of applied economics. That was the minimum-wage controversy.
He notes that the fierceness of this controversy was odd because the likely effects were small and that several
seemingly more important policy issues such as entitlement reform, health insurance, CPI calculation
generated nothing like the storm. His explanation is that while this controversy was not especially important to
the economy, it was very important to economics and economics as a policy science. His explanation for this
is that minimum wage research came to be seen as a test of the usefulness of applying neoclassical price
theory to the wages and employment. In other words, it was not just a technical quarrel over such things as the
sign and size of wage-elasticity but rather an installment in a long running methodological dispute over
whether neoclassical price theory is in reality of any use. These approaches to applied economics, include
simulation, engineering economics , case studies and common sense.
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It ignored quantitative and mathematical approaches. Historical approach dominated German and French
scholarship for most of the 20th century. The approach was spread to Great Britain by William Ashley , â€”,
and dominated British economic history for much of the 20th century. It exerts a worldwide influence through
its Journal Annales. Academics at the London School of Economics and the University of Cambridge had
numerous disputes over the separation of economics and economic history in the interwar era. Cambridge
economists believed that pure economics involved a component of economic history and that the two were
inseparably entangled. Those at the LSE believed that economic history warranted its own courses, research
agenda and academic chair separated from mainstream economics. Many universities in the UK developed
independent programmes in economic history rooted in the LSE model. Indeed, the Economic History Society
had its inauguration at LSE in and the University of Cambridge eventually established its own economic
history programme. However, the past twenty years have witnessed the widespread closure of these separate
programmes in the UK and the integration of the discipline into either history or economics departments. Only
the LSE and the University of Edinburgh retain a separate economic history department and stand-alone
undergraduate and graduate programme in economic history. Cambridge, Glasgow, the LSE and Oxford
together train the vast majority of economic historians coming through the British higher education system
today. United States[ edit ] Meanwhile, in the US, the field of economic history has in recent decades been
largely subsumed into other fields of economics and is seen as a form of applied economics. As a
consequence, there are no specialist economic history graduate programs at any universities anywhere in the
country. Economic history remains as a special field component of regular economics or history PhD
programs in universities including at University of California, Berkeley , Harvard University , Northwestern
University and Yale University. Economic history and economics[ edit ] Yale University economist Irving
Fisher wrote in on the relationship between economics and economic history in his "Debt-Deflation Theory of
Great Depressions" Econometrica, Vol. The study of dis-equilibrium may proceed in either of two ways. We
may take as our unit for study an actual historical case of great dis-equilibrium, such as, say, the panic of ; or
we may take as our unit for study any constituent tendency, such as, say, deflation, and discover its general
laws, relations to, and combinations with, other tendencies. The former study revolves around events, or facts;
the latter, around tendencies. The former is primarily economic history; the latter is primarily economic
science. Both sorts of studies are proper and important. Each helps the other. The panic of can only be
understood in light of the various tendencies involvedâ€”deflation and other; and deflation can only be
understood in the light of various historical manifestationsâ€” and other. There is a school of thought among
economic historians that splits economic historyâ€”the study of how economic phenomena evolved in the
pastâ€”from historical economicsâ€”testing the generality of economic theory using historical episodes. US
economic historian Charles P. Kindleberger explained this position in his book Historical Economics: The
term cliometrics was originally coined by Jonathan R. Hughes and Stanley Reiter in and refers to Clio , who
was the muse of history and heroic poetry in Greek mythology. Cliometricians argue their approach is
necessary because the application of theory is crucial in writing solid economic history, while historians
generally oppose this view warning against the risk of generating anachronisms. Early cliometrics was a type
of counterfactual history. However, counterfactualism is no longer its distinctive feature. Some have argued
that cliometrics had its heyday in the s and s and that it is now neglected by economists and historians. History
of capitalism A new field calling itself the "History of Capitalism" has emerged in US history departments
since about the year It includes many topics traditionally associated with the field of economic history, such
as insurance, banking and regulation, the political dimension of business, and the impact of capitalism on the
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middle classes, the poor and women and minorities. The field utilizes the existing research of business history
, but has sought to make it more relevant to the concerns of history departments in the United States, including
by having limited or no discussion of individual business enterprises. Milton Friedman won the Nobel
Memorial Prize in for "his achievements in the fields of consumption analysis, monetary history and theory
and for his demonstration of the complexity of stabilization policy". Robert Fogel and Douglass North won the
Nobel Memorial Prize in for "having renewed research in economic history by applying economic theory and
quantitative methods in order to explain economic and institutional change". Notable economic historians[ edit
].
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